Fucking Record Again
…but they themselves thought that most of it was
embarrassing.

A long line formed when Rebecca Liljeberg and
Alexandra Dahlström from Show Me Love signed
books yesterday. They beat Nilecity boys
record at the Pocket Shop at the mall in
Stockholm.
- But it is embarrassing to sign someone
else’s book, they say about Lukas
Moodysson’s script.
- Rebecca Liljeberg, 17, and Alexandra
Dahlström, 14 are missing their
director when Show Me Love fans formed
a queue that ended far outside the
bookstore.
- I’m sad that Luuk is not here, it is
his work. But his son’s birthday is
today, says Rebecca.

-

But it is fun to sit here and pretend
that you are the author, says clearly
amused Alexandra, donning sparkles for
the day.

SUCCESSFUL SIGNING
Rebecca Liljeberg and
Alexandra Dahlström
thrived at a book
signing yesterday. “It’s
fun to sit here and
pretend that you are the
author,” said Alexandra.
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Want to be a writer
As in the film, Rebecca Liljeberg has ambitions to be an author.
-

Before it was poetry, I’m just writing generally, says Rebecca
who is willing to return to the book signing table – as a writer.
But there’s nothing I’m struggling with right now. Maybe it will
be as a beautiful day, she says gently.

The crowd was comprised of eager fans and parents who bought Christmas
presents for their children.
-

Oh, I have no autograph, just an illegible scribble, says
Rebecca.

410,000 people have seen the movie.
-

One in 20 Swedes… you cannot imagine, says Rebecca.

Many ask for a continuance.
-

There will be no sequel, says Rebecca Liljeberg. It would just be
destroyed then.

New trend with chocolate milk
Instead, she has just finished as the lead role in Sherdil Tiger
Heart, which will premiere in August.
-

I play a girl who saves the life of a horse set to be
slaughtered.

The book Show Me Love contains a letter from a girl who writes that
chocolate milk has become a trend among lesbians to drink after the
movie.
-

That is so awesome. She writes that is it the new pick-up drink –
and it works for her, says Rebecca Liljeberg.
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